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Chairman’s News 

 

March already, but what happened in February?  Thanks to Glynn our editor 

he stood in for me as I had a bad patch feeling terrible, run down, fed up, 

lethargic and stressed out so I missed his deadline for submissions to the 

Newsletter.  My fingers were duly slapped.  Thanks Glynn; that is teamwork.  

So now I am fit and fighting ready and taking on the world again. Two main 

events recently, the workshop on Sunday 21st and the swap meet on 

Saturday 27th. 

   

The visit to the SciBono Discovery Centre went off very well but could have 

been better attended.  Thanks to Kevin for the report back. I must also thank all the contributors to 

our Newsletter. I have received many favourable comments so thanks to all writers. Terrance, I 

never knew that you had so much to offer, a great article, but if you know so much about SA trains 

why do you model American?  Jean Dulez and your steam engine adventures are just amazing to 

what lengths you go following these trains, thanks for documenting your adventures so that we 

can share your experiences. As for Johns article covering the installation of a sound decoder into a 

Class 34 diesel, just make note of the detail and work involved. I am glad that he is demonstrating 

the issues and complexities so that you can either do it properly yourselves or let the expert do it 

for you. It is not easy; I know as I have done several myself; it is risky as one mistake can cost you. 

Decoder CVs is another mystery to many so thanks to Niel for covering a few issues with them.  My 
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advice again is leave it up to an expert with the right equipment and knowledge as if you make a 

mistake in changing a CV the consequences could be disastrous!  So thanks Glynn, the EMRIG 

newsletter is something to be proud of. 

 

Our layouts have settled down well in shop 23 with progress on the N gauge wall tracks, the Dulez 

DC analogue layout is also proving very popular and now that we have all the modules for the HO 

exhibition layout that can be put back into working order as another analogue circuit. 

Membership is growing as well; we welcome you all and trust that you will enjoy your time with us. 

It is good to see that we are an attraction to the public. The donations box is collecting about R300 

a month on average too. The situation with our lease of shop 23 sees no change. The management 

are not keen to offer us a formal lease or take our money for rent and utilities as it could be 

awkward if a new tenant wants access to the box almost immediately.  However my existing lease 

does include a calendar months’ notice although that was for the Jet Stores box. 

 

News of our proposed EMRIG golf shirts and matching caps, most of you who responded prefer a 

dark blue shirt short sleeved with breast pocket on which our logo will be embroidered. On the 

back of the shirt CREW will be printed, except mine which will have THE BOSS.  If you want this 

instead you can have it with the chairmanship of the club too, i.e. you have to earn it ☺ ☺ ☺ and 

the cap to match ☺ ☺ ☺. I should have a sample early next week. 

 

Recent events were the clinic cum workshop on the 21st and our first swap meet of the year the 

following Saturday. On the Saturday 20th we were visited by a group of 30 men from a church in 

Brackenhurst led by our own Brian Dawson.  Brian tells me that at least once a month this Christian 

group have an outing or a visitor lecturer come to them and so their visit to us was a new 

experience for most of them.  They started off by having a breakfast at Maxis after which they 

descended on us at about 9h15.  Having seen some of our sound equipped trains in operation 

many had questions that were answered to their satisfaction, some very technical. The history and 

evolution of EMRIG was also covered, and many queries regarding the modules and differing 

scenic styles.  In general it was a very pleasant and satisfying visit for both us and the visitors, 

thanks Brian and our team of drivers and question answerers. 

 

As there are separate report backs on the workshop and swap meet all I can say here is that both 

were successful and enjoyed by all.  Once again all traders were happy, they all made some money 

and we also returned a “profit” of over R500.  Once again thanks to all members who helped, it 

makes me very proud to be the chairman of EMRIG when the members all muck in to make it 

happen. 

 

Thanks Team, Regards.  Colin TT 
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Report Back on Clinic/workshop held on 21st February,  

by Colin TT 

Following on from the clinic held back in November this workshop was intended to provide some 

practical application of what had been covered then. Some TLC was required on our H0/00 layout, 

the Dulez analogue layout, the N gauge needed some sprucing up and our Shop needed some 

attention to the lighting and ceiling.  The date of the workshop was set as the following Saturday 

was our first swap meet of the year so our venue needed some attention before the crowd arrived.  

 

So at 9 am on the morning of Sunday 21st a happy bunch of members pitched up ready to do 

whatever was asked of them, they were raring to go! I started off by telling them how to remove 

the droppers, keep the rail joiners with the dropper, the electrical connections, testing before 

fitting droppers, and most importantly to set the module up correctly, are all levelled, that the 

tracks are in line, and at the same altitude. Check alignment by eye; forget the instruments; if it 

looks right then it is right.  Make sure that all the legs are carrying some weight so that when 

someone leans on the module it does not drop and so mess up the alignment of the tracks. When 

next at the club just eyeball the track between the chalk quarry and Stonehenge.  The track laying 

gang listened to me. .  Thanks Terrence, Jimmy, Colin and co. 

 
  

The team comprising Jimmy, Colin A, Terrance the junior lawyer, Piet, Doug and Hansie, removed 

the curved bridge and replaced it with Piets’ Muckywango commuter station. Behind them the 

magnificent 3 module Douglasdale country station was added onto the branch line, a great 

addition. Next to the Soweto Halt module, where so much trouble was experienced regarding 

derailments was removed and replaced by the curved bridge. But now came a real surprise; the 
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curved bridge was not long enough to fill the space!! How come?  Our standard size is 1800mm 

long.  So out with the tape measure. The curved bridge was correct but Dave Walkers Soweto halt 

was 60mm too long!!! No wonder we have had so much trouble in the past lining up the layout.  

Any way after a bit of man power all was lined up properly and now we have no problems in that 

area. One other change next to the curved bridge the Golf course module with the over bridge was 

replaced with Piets’ Wingfield module, a better quality of build and a more interesting scene.  

Please note that the propellers on the aircraft are FIXED and will not rotate so please police them 

as we have had the propeller broken at least twice!  

 

 
  

The main DCC layout now has 2 main line stations, 3 commuter stations, and 2 wayside halts, but 

the main addition is the 2 single track branch lines both with stations at each end. There are now 

good operation session possibilities! Also Colin A has been gardening again as you will notice on 

the Eastern branch line to Brunton Village there is no more track on a plank but green fields with 

grazing animals, paddocks, trees and all. Colin you are a star; thanks for making the environment 

for our trains a better place.  

 
The work on the Dulez layout was pretty straight forward - change the 2 faulty points and replace 

the faulty track. Easy, just soak the glue with warm water, let it soften then lift the track. But this 

did not happen, white glue had NOT been used but some form of tar instead. So Brian and Dave 
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had a mission digging up the old points and track. However they persevered without a jack 

hammer and eventually laid new points and track very professionally.  Thank you.  Also some 

realigning of telephone poles and wires ensured that larger locomotives could travel without being 

tangled up in telephone wire (cotton actually).  

  

 
 

Ron Poole was there too measuring up and planning the new wall mounted N gauge tracks. This 

will I am sure end up as a great single line railway for the little trains.  Bob Brunt was also there 

giving advice and suggestions, Bob was the main instigator of our 00 branch lines but he has now 

gone to the smaller gauge little trains.  But he still has a couple of 00 DMUs which we will one day 

see running again. 

Johan de Villiers also joined in, he has completed the last 2 modules on the Exhibition layout and 

how good do they look? Before the modules could be set up he had to finish off the electrical 

connections to the buildings and street lights. So on the Saturday morning before the swap meet 

begun our team assembled the exhibition layout in our shop window, and what a display of model 

railway modelling it is.  Many thanks to John for all his efforts and skill in creating this masterpiece 

for us all. Next task is to get it aligned, electrified and working.  When?  One day soon! 
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Now all of the above needs better lighting so along comes Kobus and his son Gustav to help 

complete with ladder. Thanks to his efforts we now have more working lights, and more to come; (I 

have seen the tubes in the centre managers office) and all existing ceiling panels now in place. 

How much tidier it looks with a little effort. Finally, have you noticed our EMRIG banner is now 

hanging in front of the western shop front windows? That is Kobus’ contribution ☺. 

So we had a good day, much was accomplished all for the good of the club and enjoyment of the 

members.  Thanks to all who helped, you make a great team. 
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Locomotives, Engines and Trains seen on my Model Railway.  
By Colin Tanner-Tremaine 

 
 
 

 

 

 

Since writing Part 1 I have become aware that many of you know very little about the British 

Railways Modernisation Plan that was introduced after the World War 2. Britain’s economy was in 

dire straits and its railway network was in a rundown condition with poorly maintained rolling 

stock and infrastructure.  The first post war election returned a labour government whose policy of 

nationalisation was enacted in 1948 when the British Transport Commission was created to 

reorganise the railway network and attempt to integrate the road and rail networks. 

Nationalisation brought the amalgamation of the independent railway companies including the 

LMS, the LNER, Great Western Railways, Southern Railways etc to form British Railways.  

 

The new management then tried some engine exchanges between the new BR regions to establish 

which were the best for duty in the future. So A4s were tried on the West Coast Mainline, 

Duchesses were tried on the East Coast Mainline and Southern Regions Merchant Navy Pacific’s 

tried on the Western region. However the writing was on the wall that the old steam engines had 

to be replaced with Diesel power as was happening in the USA and Europe. The BTC then came up 

with a Modernisation Plan that would see the last of Steam by the mid 1960s.  

 

Without any experience in diesel power a Pilot Scheme was launched by British Railways and 

tenders went out to the main builders for small batches of locos that would be evaluated before 

large orders were placed. The LMS had some experience with diesel power used in shunters and 

on overseas railways and they were the only company to produce and use a main line locomotive 

type built at their Derby works, No 10000 and 10001. Others had dabbled with diesel power but 

without much success. 

 

The table below gives some detail of the initial pilot scheme locos. 

 

Fleet No Builder Diesel Engine/Rating Transmission 

TYPE C    

D1-D10 BR Derby Sulzer 12LDA68A, 2,300HP at 
750rpm 

Electrics by Compton 
Parkinson 

D200-209 English Electric English Electric 16SVT, 2000HP at English Electric 

Due to some misinterpretation and errors in the subject article from January, it is being re-published 

here together with additions and more detail. So, although it may look similar to the January issue, 

which it is, please read it again as there is modified and additional content and as normal, is very 

interesting and enjoyable. 
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850 rpm 

D600-604 North British 
Loco 

2 off MANL12V18/21S 1000HP at 
1500rpm 

Voith/NBL hydraulic 

D800-802 BR Swindon 2 off Maybach MD650 1056HP @ 
1400rpm 

Mekydro K104 hydraulic 

    

TYPE B    

D5000-
5019 

BR Derby Sulzer 6LDA68A 1160 HP @ 750rpm Electric  from AEI/BTH  

D5300-
D5319 

Birmingham 
RC&W 

Sulzer 6LDA68A 1160 HP @ 750rpm Electric by Compton 
Parkinson 

D5500-
5519 

Brush Traction Mirrlees Bikerton & Day JVS12T 
1250HP 

Electrics by Brush Traction 

D5700-
5719 

Metropolitan 
Vickers 

Crossley HST Vee8 1200HP @ 
625rpm 

Electrical by Met-Vic 

D6100-
6109 

North British 
Loco 

1 off MANL12V18/21S 1000HP at 
1500rpm 

Electrical by GEC 

D6300-
6305 

North British 
Loco 

1 off MANL12V18/21M 1000HP at 
1500rpm 

Hydraulics by Voith 

    

TYPE A    

D8000-
8019 

English Electric English Electric 8SVT 1000HP @ 
850rpm 

Electrical by English Electric 

D8200-
8209 

BTH/Yorkshire 
Engine Co 

Paxman 16YXHL 800 HP @ 1250rpm Electrical by BTH 

D8400-
8409 

North British 
Loco 

Paxman 16YXHL 800 HP @ 1250rpm Electrical by GEC 

 
Some familiar classes originated from these pilot scheme locos. D1-D10 where the original class 44 

“Peaks” from which the classes 45 and 46 where developed.  D200-D209 where the first of 200 

Class 40 diesels; D600 diesel hydraulics were named as Warships Class 50 and D800 series became 

Class 52 “Westerns” and D8000 were the widely spread English Electric type 1 Class 20.  

  

Class 37 Co-Co Diesel Electric, English Electric Type 3 

The British Rail Class 37 is a diesel-electric locomotive. Also known as the English Electric Type 3, 

the Class was ordered as part of the British Rail modernisation plan. As part of the large scale 

dieselisation brought about by this plan a need was identified for a number of type 3 locomotives 

of power output 1,500 hp (1,100 kW) to 1,999 hp (1,491 kW). English Electric had already been 

successful with orders for type 1 Class 20 and type 4 Class 40 diesels, and had produced 

locomotives of similar power to that which was required for railways in East Africa.  A design based 

on the exported locomotives was put forward and accepted. The design was for a general purpose 

locomotive and initially found service in British Rail's Eastern Region. 
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The Class 37 became a familiar sight on many parts of the British Rail network, in particular 

forming the main motive power for Inter-City services in East Anglia and within Scotland. They also 

performed well on secondary and inter-regional services for many years. The Class 37s are known 

to some railway enthusiasts as "Tractors", a nickname due to the agricultural sound of the diesel 

engine of the locomotive. A total of 309 were built between 1960-65 at the Vulcan works of 

English Electric, at Newton-le-Willows near Manchester. The diesel engine was of the 12 CSVT 

range, 12 cylinder V formation turbo charged developing 1750 Horse power.  Maximum speed was 

90 or 75 mph depending on the gearing between traction motor and axle. 

 

Today there are many of these fine locomotives still in operation throughout the UK and several 

were contracted to work in Europe, Spain, Poland and Yugoslavia on construction projects. Most of 

the franchised railway operating companies uses them for all manner of duties, passenger, freight, 

engineering and construction so their liveries are many.  For the modeller the choice of colour 

scheme, franchisee is many. 

 

The model pictured below is produced by Bachmann Branch Line in late British Railways Blue, with 

small logo. The road number is 37254, originally D6954, built in 1964 was sold to Colas Rail in 

September 2015. It is currently undergoing work to return her to mainline standard including the 

latest protection and signalling features.   The model is very good, has good tractive pull and the 

sound is excellent.  The decoder is ESU Loksound V3.5 21 pin configuration.  Fitted with NEM 

coupling pockets I have fitted a Kadee buck-eye on one end which drastically reduces the gap 

between loco and goods wagon. I use it mainly on freight duties; seen here with my container train 

and works well in my computerised timetable running sessions.  A great buy, one of my favourite 

locos. 

 
English Electric Type 3 Class 37 on container train duties 
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Class 40 1-Co-Co-1 Diesel Electric, English Electric Type 4 
 
The big brother of the class 37.  They look the same and are very similar but the 40 has a 16 

cylinder SVT diesel engine developing 2000HP, higher rated traction motors, it weighs 128 tons and 

needs the leading pony truck to spread the load. The first of this class was numbered D200 and 

was also built at the English Electric Vulcan works at Newton-le-Willows in 1958. This was the first 

Type 4 2000hp diesel locomotive to be in service under the British Railways modernisation plan.  

 

 
  
English Electric Type 4 “Mauretania” on fast express passenger train seen near Oakham Level 

Crossing 

 

The16SVT diesel engine was the latest development of this series of engines; earlier versions had 

previously been used in the LMS 10000-10001 and SR 10201-10203 pioneering diesels locos and 

had proved to be very reliable.  

 

Initially running on the former great Eastern and Great Northern lines of the Eastern Region on fast 

intercity passenger trains they were favourably received with the press commenting on their good 

general performance.  However disappointment was soon expressed at the lack of available power 

to accelerate at medium to high speeds, due to their low power to weight ratio, the loco weighing 

133 tons fully fuelled. In this respect the EE Type 4 only marginally out performed some of the 

steam locos that they had displaced. Importantly however was their availability for traffic a distinct 

improvement, achieving weekly averages of 3600-3900 miles, a 50% increase on the best steam 

locomotives. 

 

This loco was unfortunately soon out classed by the later diesels as with the experience on British 

Railways lead to significant improvements so the Brush Type 4s, Classes 44, 45 and 46 had more 

powerful engines ranging from 2,400 to 2,700 HP with the same body size, weight and wheel 

arrangement. So the EE type 4 was relegated to lighter passenger and freight trains.  However they 

survived until 1988 when the last was taken out of service.  Today there are a couple with the 
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heritage lines and D200 is preserved by the National Railway Museum at York. 

 

 
  
EE Type 4s,  one on fast passenger the other on intercity freight pass just south of Oakham 
 
The model seen on my layout is that of D211, named Mauretania, after the ocean liner that was 

sunk during the war.  The model looks very good and the sound is excellent as well. Bachmann 

seem to have overcome their initial problems with sound projects. Performance on the rails is 

good, it pulls well but unfortunately the current pick system that Bachmann created is a disaster. 

The loco stutters along making a broken and disorganised sound, completely unacceptable.  Why?  

Because there is no direct contact from wheel to decoder but 3 “touching” contacts from only 4 of 

the driving wheels, hence 12 intermittent connections!!.  Needless to say I have modified my 

model so that all 12 driving wheels have current collectors and each is wired directly to the 

decoder.  The result, a perfect performance.  I know of 2 other owners who had the same problem, 

one of which I did a similar mod and the other the owner in Pretoria did something similar. Now it 

is a great addition to my loco roster, my favourite loco in fact as I often went by rail to London 

behind one of these beautiful engines. 

 

Class 45 1-Co-Co-1 Diesel Electric, Sulzer “Peak” Type 4 

The British Rail Class 45 also known as the Sulzer Type 4 diesel locomotives were built by British 

Rail at their Derby and Crewe Works between 1960 and 1962. Along with the similar Class 44 and 

46 locomotives, they became known as "Peaks".  The Class 45s became the main traction on the 

Midland Main Line from 1962, and their introduction allowed considerable acceleration of the 

previous steam-powered service. The Class 45s remained the main source of power on the 

Midland Main Line up to 1982, when they were relegated to secondary services following 

introduction of HSTs on the route. From 1986 Class 45s virtually disappeared from the line.  From 

the early 1980s until their withdrawal c.1988, the class were regular performers on the North 

Trans-Pennine line working services from Liverpool Lime Street to York, Scarborough or Newcastle 

via Manchester Victoria, Huddersfield and Leeds. These trains were usually formed of early British 

Railways Mark 2 carriages, of up to seven in a typical train. 
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Working hard up the grade is Peak Class 45 on express passenger from Leeds on its way to 

Marylebone 

 

The engine of the Class 45 was a marine-type, slow-revving diesel, a Sulzer 12LDA28B with a bore 

of 280mm (11.024in) and a stroke of 360mm (14.173in). This gave 22 litres (1,300cu in) per 

cylinder, or 264 litres (16,100 cu in) for the whole engine. The unit was turbocharged and 

intercooled and gave 2,500 hp (1,900 kW) at 750 rpm. The engine was of the double bank type 

with two parallel banks of 6 cylinders, geared together to a single output shaft.  Six-cylinder 

versions of the engine were fitted in the Class 25 locos (amongst others) and eight-cylinder 

versions in Class 33s.  Class 45s were the updated versions of the Class 44 locomotives, the latter 

having a 2,300 hp (1,700 kW) non-intercooled version of the same engine; i.e. the 12LDA28A. The 

later Class 47 had a modified version of the same engine, a 12LDA28C. 

 

My model was supplied by Bachmann Branchline and came with a sound decoder Loksound V3.5.  

Its road number is D55 and named “Royal Signals” after that regiment and is depicted in the 1960s 

era before the BR TOPS numbering system .  The model looks good and I reckon very accurate in 

dimensions and detail. It runs well but only collects current from 2 of the drivers on each bogie, 

and only 2 of them are driven!  Why? But it runs well and is a good puller.  However it as one major 

problem, the sound.  When up to speed it produces a “whooissh to whoo, whooissh to whoo, 

whooissh to whoo” sound, nothing like the steady purr of a slow revving diesel engine.  Bachmann 

have got this one completely wrong. But the start up sequence and low speed running are good, 

but could be improved.  A great pity as otherwise a fine model. 
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Class 45 Peak “Royal Signals” ready to depart from Stafford Platform 2 bound for London Euston 

via Rugby. 

 

I had a second model of this engine, No D67 but without sound. Nothing wrong with this one as a 

good sturdy model which I donated to EMRIG where it is still running well with its train of Maroon 

BR Mk1 coaches. 

 

Next instalment will include; 

 
Class 20 Bo-Bo Diesel Electric English Electric Type 1 
 
Class 25 Bo-Bo Diesel Electric Sulzer Type 2 
 
Class 47 Co-Co Diesel Electric, Brush Type 4 
 
 
Class 50 Co-Co Diesel Electric English Electric Type 5 
 
Class 60 Co-Co Diesel Electric Brush type 5 
 
Class 66 Co-Co Diesel Electric, the American intruder 
 
Then back to Steam Engines 
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Chasing Steam trains in South Africa. 

By Jean Dulez 

 
 1991 Kimberley to De Aar Steam Festival 

In the previous instalment, I had described how the eighteen coach Union 

Limited tour train had left Johannesburg, bound for Kimberley via Mafeking, 

on 29th July, 1991 (apologies, my other date was incorrect). I had followed 

this train, powered by two class 25NCs, by car as far as Koster and then left 

it to overnight in Warrenton, north of Kimberley. 

The following morning, 29th, this train was still en route south, but special 

operations had already commenced. I was able to chase the first freight south, double headed by 

Pacific classes 16DA, No 860 and 16E, No 858.  No 860 had been brought down from Millsite, 

Krugersdorp for this steam week.  

I was able to follow this train as far south as Houtkraal, where a crossing with north bound freight 

took place. Those who have travelled this line (dubbed the “Steel Kyalami” for fast moving steam 

trains) will be aware that chasing as far as Witput, about 90km south of Kimberley, is relatively 

easy via the nearby main Cape main tarred road. The major service stop is at Oranje River, just 

after crossing the river.  

To get further by road, one has to either take the service road from Oranje river to the next station, 

Kraankuil, which follows the line. Otherwise, by pass Oranje River station via Hopetown and take a 

35km dirt road, which basically heads off to De Aar. This road rejoins the line at Kraankuil. The dirt 

road follows the line as far as Behrshoek, then heads away from the line again to join the main 

tarred road from Petrusburg, in the western Free State. From here, it is only 15km to De Aar, once 

a massive SAR junction, with a huge steam depot. 

Following trains between Kraankuil and Houtkraal, although a wide smooth road, always proved to 

be an ordeal, if there were other cars doing the same thing. With clouds of dust, one could not see 

in front of your car to overtake. There were also cross draining ditches, which had the effect of 

speed humps every 100m in places, forcing a slowing down.  

If one did get ahead of the train, it was most likely that some other idiot would dust the shot out 

by passing through at the same time as the train. Some, spotting the cameramen, had the decency 
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to slow down until the engine had passed, but rather few. Most were intent on getting ahead of all 

the others themselves in order to stop at the next best spot. However, the guys following, if not 

quick enough, might risk obliterating your position in the next cloud of dust. Some just made it in 

time, but not early enough to allow their dust trails settle fully. 

Heaven only knows what the steam crews thought of this racing circus. At times, the dust was so 

bad, and, if the wind blew onto the track, the poor crews had difficulty in spotting the block colour 

lights or station semaphores ahead, and had to slow their trains down in order to let the cavalcade 

of madmen get far enough ahead for the dust trails to clear! 

During normal steam days during the week, one usually encountered little of this problem, but it 

was bound to be a mess during this particular steam week, with hundreds of casual spectators and 

also a number of overseas enthusiasts, considerably swelling the ranks of us locals. 

At Houtkraal, the particular crossing was a north bound, with class 23, No 3300 and the sole 

remaining class 25 (condenser) No 3511. These two had come down much earlier from Kimberley 

than Nos 868 and 858. At this stage, most linesiders had not arrived as yet, so the road dust 

problem was not too severe. So, I chased the north bound back to Kraankuil, where, as luck would 

have it, I got a flat. 

Now Kraankuil is the location of one of the two iconic local trackside hotels on this line; many an 

enthusiast has stayed here during steam days, an obvious convenience. However, they could not 

assist me with a tyre repair. 

The nearest garage was in Hopetown, 35 km away. This is the problem in the part of the Karoo- 

large distances between towns. I held thumbs for the spare to hold until then. Nos 3300 and 3511 

would be servicing at Oranje River, giving me some time. 

However, I only caught the pair up quite a lot later, at Belmont junction, about 50km north. The 

last shot was at Modderriver, another 30km. Here, the south bound “Red Devil” (class 26, No 3450) 

passed through, near sunset. It was then time for me to head back to Belmont, where the main 

tour train had at last arrived. 

Whilst I was chasing trains, the tour train had in fact arrived during the morning at Kimberley main 

station. This was timed for the official opening ceremony of the steam week, held on the main 

platform. During the speeches, the regional manager of Spoornet took the opportunity to 

announce that Transnet had decided to declare the official museum preserved steam line, which 

had been anticipated for some time now, to be the lightweight George to Knysna branch, in the 

southern Cape. 

This was somewhat surprising and to some, disappointing, since we were expecting some main 
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line nearer to Gauteng, for example the scenic Bethlehem to Bloemfontein line. The problem with 

the Kynsna branch was that it could only accommodate locomotives with light axle loading, mainly 

class 24s and 19Ds. Where were all the museum locomotives stored at Millsite, near Krugersdorp, 

going to operate? 

There was no clear answer by Transnet to this poser, except that mainline steam would continue to 

be run by the Transnet Foundation out of Millsite, Union Limited tours and here, between 

Kimberley and De Aar. Well, OK, but where was the museum complex going to be?  

Later, it was decided to convert a large disused container depot in George to house the museum 

and send whatever locos that could get there via the main line from Worcester. However, big 

wheeled locos such as class 15, 16s and 25NCs could not be taken through to George, owing to the 

tight curvatures of the mountainous region around the town. No 2054, a class 15CA, once at 

Germiston, was taken there with difficulty, but could not subsequently operate on the main line, so 

was eventually scrapped. 

Since then, other heavy axle load steam locomotives were taken elsewhere, some to the Western 

Cape depots and other to Bloemfontein, with some in Germiston and other smaller depots.  

The George Museum was eventually only opened some years later in 1998, and a number of the 

smaller engines are stored there, as well as all the Garratts, as they could handle the main line 

curvatures. Since the Knysna line was closed in 2005 owing to floods, there has been no live steam 

out of George anyhow. Only recently, has the fledging concession operation Ceres to Wolseley had 

some of the dumped class 19s and old Union Limited rolling stock moved for the new service. 

The museum in George is still open, and well worth visiting for those passing through this part of  

the Garden Route. It houses all kinds of transport equipment and railway artefacts, not only 

railway rolling stock. 

Well, getting back to Kimberley, the train was moved to Belmont, where I parked my car for the 

next few days, right outside my coach compartment. We would thus be able to enjoy the high 

quality service and meals from the Union Limited staff on board. 

Union Limited train manager, Ian Pretorius, had anticipated that lineside chasing by car for say 

about 60 passengers was not on, so had hired two busses. I would serve as “tour  guide ” with 

three other Railway Society members, two on each bus. The idea was that we could ride in relative 

comfort, with little problems from dust trails. The only down side was that we had to arrive at set 

photographic locations well ahead of any train, since it would take some time to get everyone 

outside, off the bus. Further, once we were on the dust road south of Kraankuil, there was no 

likelihood that other chasers in ordinary cars being able to overtake the bus, since there would be 

absolutely no visibility. 
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To summarise what was on offer for the remainder of the week, the “prestige” locomotives are 

listed; there were also some regular class 25NCs in service to fill in slots between: 

July 31  

Class 24 No 3654 on a short train up the Douglas branch from Belmont (would be stationed there 

daily, offering hand on driving experience ,of course at a fee);  

Class 15F, No 2928 ex Bloemfontein in green livery 

August 1 

Class 23, No 3300 (ex Bloemfontein) ; class 6J, No 645, Class 26, No 3450; class 25NCs, No 3441 & 

3533; class 16D, No 860 (ex Millsite) and class 15CA , No 2828 

August 2  

Class 25NC (modified) No 3454; class 15A, No 1970 (ex Millsite) and 15F, No 2928 

August 3 

Class 16E, Nos 857 (ex Bloemfontein) and 858 

The last, with the two Pacifics, proved to be the highlight of the week, on the final day. This train 

left Kimberley early morning, but the weather was cloudy. We waited in the afternoon south of 

Houtkraal for the return run, by which time the weather had cleared. It must be mentioned that 

No 858 had long been a preserved working example of the class, based at Beaconsfield depot, in 

Kimberley. No 857 had, by contrast, been mounted in front of the station in Bloemfontein.  

As was the case in later years, such preserved locos tend to become vandalised for the metai, so it 

was decided to remove the engine and overhaul it at the nearby workshops. Whilst it alter worked 

occasional specials around Bloemfontein, the opportunity was taken to have the rare event of both 

Pacifics double heading during this festival, something which we doubt had even happened in 

steam days, since only six of these engines (equipped with rotary cam valve gear and 6ft driving 

wheels) had been placed into service during the mid-1930s. 

As could therefore have been expected, all and sundry were chasing, so it proved impossible to 

catch with the train north of Houtkraal. Eventually, in view the huge dust problem, given about a 

dozen cars, as well as our two busses, the crews stopped at Poupan to allow the dust to settle for 

visibility. We thus had this shot, and then had to go around via Hopetown to get another shot at 

Witput, the first station north of Oranje River. 

Witput was, of course, the other well-known hotel at the track side, well frequented by the steam 
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“gricers”, a bit of slang for steam nuts. The previous owner made great efforts to provide great 

meals, made packed lunches and also served breakfast whenever one would return from early 

morning photography- what more could one ask? 

One could well remember the sunrise double header south bound departure from the service stop 

at Oranje River during mid-winter. One would use the service road from there to Kraankuil and 

further south. On typical weekends during the steam, you normally had the trains and more 

important, the dirt roads, to yourself! 

Chasing the two 16Es north was now relatively easy, given the tarred road to Kimberley.  

We later, in October of that year, arranged by request to have Nos 857 and 858 double-heading 

again, this time the Orange Express south out of Kimberley. Unfortunately, No 858 blew a 

superheater element shortly after the departure. No 857 was unable to haul this heavy passenger 

train on its own without losing time, and steam was retired at Modderriver for a diesel. The 

opportunity for this combination never happened again. 

On August 4, the tour was again to be moved from Belmont for the return run to Johannesburg, all 

behind steam, once more. Class 15A No 1970 and 25NC No 3441 hauled this train. I had to 

remember to awake early in order to get to my car, otherwise it would be left behind in Belmont 

without driver! 

At Kimberley, the Red Devil and prestige class 25NC, No 3441, double-headed to Klerksdorp, with a 

water stop on Bloemhof, about half way. This was followed with two locomotives from Millsite: 

class 15E, No 2878 and 15F, No 3016. No 2878 eventually ended up in the Bloemfontein storage 

sidings , whilst No 3016 went to Reefsteamers, where it saw in many more years’ service on the 

Magaliesburg and other routes. 

So that was the end to a great steam week, the likes of which we were never to see again here. 

True to promises, Spoornet Cape Northern continue to operate occasional steam trains to De Aar, 

although most of the traffic was by now diesel. The class 25NCs were largely retired, some seeing 

time on the shunt. 

However, on one publicised weekend of every month, prestige locomotives were rostered for a 

return trip to De Aar: this included the likes of Nos 858, 2828. 3511, 3441, 3450 and 3654. So we 

made several trips down that way into 1992.  

No 3511, named ”Frieda” made its last trip in May of that year, since it proved impossible to obtain 

spares and maintain the condensing equipment any longer. Both this engine and No 858 would 

spend the next twenty five years gathering dust inside the Beaconsfield depot, at least out of 

harm’s way from the scrap metal bandits. Plans have only been made now to move these two to 
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the new “museum” at Bloemfontein depot, where a number of other large locomotives are stored 

(including Nos 3454 and 3300). 

On Fraday, 12th December 1992, Cape Northern ran one final official day of steam on the line to 

De Aar, comprising Nos 3441, 3411 (on the Orange Express) and No 3467. This event did not get 

too much publicity and relatively few of us hardened “gricers” made the long 500km trip for only 

one day’s worth. No 3467 gave us a magnificent sunset thrash northbound through Witput. This 

engine and No 3441 have been leased to the Steamnet 2000 group, who work on restoration next 

to what had been the old Beaconsfield coal stage (now demolished). 

No 3411 has been mounted on Kimberley station platform, but scores of other class 25NCs went to 

the cutting torch during the mid 2000s. 

On Saturday 13th, we went home early in order to catch the Trans Karoo double-headed steam 

from Klerksdorp. Unfortunately, the weather turned to rain, so it was not too good. However, this 

operation was still to last over a further three years, so we would have plenty opportunity to catch 

this later under better weather conditions. 

Although the SteamNet 2000 group managed to get some freight turns organised for enthusiast 

one last time, in both June 1996 (mid winter) and February 1997 (mid summer) that was to be it. 

The line was electrifed to 25kV and converted to single track with passing loops; in terms of new 

Spoornet policy, no steam was to be permitted on main electrified lines (this does not apply in the 

metropolitan areas, where PRASA apply a more relaxed policy and do currently permit steam 

“under the wires”.)  

It now appears that electrification savings applied to only one track have proved shortsighted, 

given increased volumes of manganese trains from the Hotazel mines. So now what? Refurbish and 

electrify the decommissioned second line at considerably more cost than would have been the 

case back in 2000! 

SteamNet 2000, under guidance from expatriate former Spoornet steam driver, Peter Odell, are 

still working on getting some steam back into service, but resources, both manpower and finance, 

are scarce, and they lack the passenger numbers  down in Kimberley which we  have up in Gauteng 

to make running of public trains viable.   
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Silent no More. 

By John Burkhardt 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LIMA SAR CLASS 34 

In Parts 1 & 2 we prepared the Loco chassis to improve electrical pick up and to accept the wire 

connections from the shell, which we modified to accept mounting of a speaker, LED lights and a 

PCB type decoder. All that now remains for us to do is to mate the two assemblies and program 

the decoder for optimal performance of the loco. 

However as I was loaned another of these models, and while on my work bench I decided to 

photograph the possible fitment of some other components, shown in the addendum below and 

while they are more costly, they do offer some interesting alternatives. 

Part 3 

13. Final assembly 

To start let me remind you - the reason for using a small PCB to provide solder connections for the 

4wire harness we soldered to the decoder PCB, is so that we can easy and quickly separate shell 

and chassis from each other if and when work needs to be done to either. This of course assumes 

that you have reasonable skills in soldering, but then we did assume that from the beginning. 

Pre Note: - 

In this edition I we publish the third part of the Lima sound conversion, and while I promised earlier to follow that 

with some basic DCC subjects I feel that while I’m on a roll so to speak I will rather do the article showing you how to 

do the same install in the Frateschi Model of the SAR Class 34 Diesel. 

It might be a better option to tackle the subject of DCC basics in the form of a hands-on clinic as I have done in the 

past and to this end I would like to hear your view to burkhj@icon.co.za and if interest warrants I will arrange to date 

and venue – I can take 16 max at a time. 
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Shell Assembly Complete 

Remember the picture above shows what the shell assembly looked like after completion and the 

four coloured wires from the decoder constitute the harness. 

For the final assembly we want to trim these wires as short as possible while routing them so the 

kink is pointing in a forward direction. Why? Imagine what happens to them when you later slip 

the shell over the chassis and pushing it down onto the frame. The four wires get squashed into a 

tight fold and start pointing further and further along the axis of the loco. We don’t want that to be 

too far so that they may interfere with anything like speaker cone, etc nor do we want too much 

wire to occupy too much of the scarce space available above the motor lest we cannot get the 

shell back down over the chassis. So what I do is - find a suitable piece of timber (or other spacer 

material) to lay the shell on it. Make sure that shell and chassis direction match and lay the shell on 

its side with the opening facing you, at the far side of but as close as possible to the chassis, the 

timber thickness being so that the body’s lower side is at the height of the PCB stuck to the chassis. 
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Now pull the wires to the previously prepared solder point in the middle of the respective trace on 

the chassis PCB so that the wire length is as short as possible, yet not tight so that it can be 

comfortably held in position when making the solder connections. When making these 

connections be sure of the colour matching – sometime orange and red are easily get mixed up 

with catastrophic consequence!   

 

Final Wire Harness connections to the PCB on chassis 

When that is done all that remains now is to slip the body shell carefully over the chassis ensuring 

that no wires are pinched or get pushed into undesirable locations and gently push the shell back 

down to seat on the chassis frame then lift the locking lugs with a broad blade screw driver back 

into the locking position. 

Now we’re ready to place the loco on the track – but first ONLY on the programming track. 
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14. Programming    

Putting your newly completed install first on the programming track, before being tempted to 

place it on track connected to full track power is an essential safety check to confirm that your 

install is sound as the programmer would detect any incorrect wiring and report this with an error 

code accordingly. However due to the large capacitor connected to this decoder to keep the sound 

alive during micro power interruptions the programming current from most DCC systems is not 

sufficient to read back a TSUNAMI decoder and for that a programming booster, such as the 

PTB100 is required. However writing to the decoder in broadcasting mode should work although 

we won’t get the appropriate acknowledgment. Nowadays, when changing operational CV’s such 

as volumes, etc. it has become an accustomed method to do so in OPS mode programming on the 

main where the intended change can be heard or observed, and the operation repeated till the 

desired effect/level is attained. 

Like with the choice of components used for the install, programming is again a personal thing. 

What is right for me might not necessarily be right for another. One thing is sure is that the factory 

setting, while having its purpose as a base is never the best settings for any locomotive operation, 

so I shall endeavour to give you my standard CV settings in the hope that they work as well for you. 

If you do not know how to program a decoder yet you’re welcome to contact me for more info or a 

hands-on demo: 

• CV01 = Ad2 = 34 in principle I don’t like 2-digit addressing as it is very limited and leads 

to duplications. I prefer 4-digit addressing not least because the cue is printed on the 

cab! If you are working with a DIGITRAX system and DT4xx it is easy to enter the 4-digit 

address when in Ad2 by pressing the RH throttle knob to put the programmer into the 

Ad4 mode. 

• CV02 = 0-3 Start Voltage in today’s state of the art decoders rarely needs a change from 

factory default as normally the BEMF controls take over as from speed step 1 (SS1). 

• CV03 = 50 Acceleration rate. This relatively high value is needed for SoundTraxx’s Digital 

Dynamic Exhaust (DDE) feature to do its job properly. What it does is relate BEMF to 

sound volume so that depending on application of voltage by the speed control we will 

hear the engine sound simulating the appropriate loaded or light sound - spin the knob 

and she’ll bark! 

• CV04 = 36 Brake rate. Like for the acceleration rate a relatively high value is need, yet a 
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bit toned down as we don’t want to over run every stop block. 

• CV17&18 = Extended address. Again if we are using DIGITRAX the system will do this for 

you automatically when you choose Ad04 over AD02 for other systems please consult 

the relevant manual. Should your system require individual values to be entered, I can 

provide an Excel spread sheet that calculates the values when entering the desired 4-

digit address. 

• CV29 = 34 Configuration Register. Assuming you decide to use a 4-digit address, the 

normal value for this CV is 38. But as I do not allow analogue DC operation of my locos 

nor ADC locos on my layout I disable analogue stretching in all my decoders and my DCC 

system, which cuts out a lot of garbage down the line. 

• CV113 = 255 Quiet Mode. Any value greater than zero in this CV allows you to set the 

decoder to be quiet on start-up and only come to life when either the speed control is 

advanced to greater than zero or a function is turned on, as well as make it go quiet 

after a given time period if speed control is set at zero and all functions are off. In my 

case I chose the maximum time of 64 sec. 

• CV115 = Horn Select. Choose your preferred horn from the list provided in the decoder 

instructions that gives you the most acceptable compromise. 

• CV128 = 128 Master Volume. We tend to keep locos to loud but this is an individual’s 

choice and hence could be kept at factory default of 192. 

• CV129 = 255 Horn Volume. As I reduce the master volume I need to raise the volume of 

the horn to max level. 

• CV130 = 0 Bell Volume. As the SAR did not equip their locos with a warning bell the 

easiest way is to set volume at zero, although the correct way would be to remap this to 

a higher function key – but that needs advance programming knowledge, the subject of 

a future paper. 

• CV153 = 6 Graphic Equaliser. This decoder has a sophisticated full feature/range graphic 

equaliser on board with which you can play to your heart’s content to get (to your ear) 

the best sound out of you install, but at this stage all I’m concerned with is to adjust it 

to the standard setting most suitable for the type/size of speaker we used. 

• CV196 = 20 Brake squeal sensitivity. Again this is a user’s taste CV as you may want the 

brake squeal come on earlier or later when decelerating the loco to a stop. 

• CV198 = 20 Automatic sounds. I usually am not in favour of functions being automated 

but since my operators tend to forget to evoke the correct signals it is a welcome aid to 

get nearer o prototypical operation 

To see all the 255 CV’s available with which you can customize your decoder, you should log onto:  

http://www.soundtraxx.com/manuals.php 

And look for the Tsunami Technical Reference Manual to open and/or download: 

http://www.soundtraxx.com/manuals.php
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http://www.soundtraxx.com/manuals/tsunami_diesel_technical_reference_0213.pdf 

https://youtu.be/LC5KkmFOKDc 

15. Alternatives 

As I stated at the outset for this project I chose all materials which I believe to give me the best 

bang for the buck. What I have not yet mentioned is that if you can’t find any of them they are all 

available from my stock. Of course if you don’t mind spending more money or you do want more 

authentic sound (whatever that may mean through a 1” speaker) there are alternative speakers 

and decoders available to you which may have features that on paper may be more suitable to 

your needs. Following are some suggestions of alternatives in speaker assemblies and decoder 

used, but only you can determine after experimenting whether it is worth the effort and/or the 

additional cost. True some speakers do produce better results depending on its frequency 

spectrum paired with purpose designed and tested enclosures and at the decoder end you get 

those that can be loaded with user defined sound project where the main advantage would be 

that it will allow you to add an authentic sound such as the horn or whistle which is the usual give 

away of a compromise use of an US/EU sound project.   

15 a. Speakers 

Before we can discuss using a different speaker than that for instance supplied with a decoder or 

that suggested by an instruction, we need to understand the function of two ratings in decoder 

and speaker. The first is Watts, IOW the max power the decoder is capable of producing and 

conversely what the speaker can absorb safely. In this case as long as the speakers rating is the 

same or higher than that of the decoder’s amplifier we’re safe, though we must take cognisance of 

the change in value when using more than one speaker wired in series or parallel.  

 Second is the Impedance or the load the speaker is presenting to the decoders amplifier, which is 

http://www.soundtraxx.com/manuals/tsunami_diesel_technical_reference_0213.pdf
https://youtu.be/LC5KkmFOKDc
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expressed in Ohms, and again as long as the rating of the speaker or speakers is equal or higher 

than the decoder’s amplifier rating we’re safe, and again we have to take cognisance of the change 

in value when using more than one speaker wired in series or parallel.  

While I don’t mind to spend considerable time to fit a speaker into the available space by cutting 

and shimming styrene plates there are some enclosures available (at a cost) that will fit nicely in 

the space available without the need to craft you own enclosure. To this end I measured the depth 

available and marked this with a black pen line which indicates that we have a considerable depth 

available to us. Equally I indicated the clearance point with the motor to make sure I don’t get a 

speaker assy. to foul the motor beyond the marked length away from the cab back wall.   

 

Available depth for speaker Assy. 

The new kid on the block - taking over in the speaker field like a storm, are the PAD’s, or Cell Phone 

Speakers to you and me. 
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11 x 15mm Portable Audio Device (PAD) speaker & matching enclosure 

These nifty little yet powerful devices are a God send to sound installations as they not only 

produce good sound in HO and larger scales but now also allow for decent sound (read volume) to 

come out of an N-gauge install. However in a recent steam installation I experienced that they are 

very susceptible to over driving, resulting in distortion. IOW, the watts fed to them need to be 

strictly controlled and I found that assembling 2 of them closed coupled to produce the desired 

results.  
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Enclosure and extension assembled 

The enclosure and extension are of sturdy construction with tight tolerances so that they all fit 

together as press fits with no need for glue or sealant to achieve a perfectly airtight assembly with 

the speaker! 
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Complete Speaker Assembly – Speaker diaphragm MUST point into the enclosure. 

 

Closed Coupled assembly 

To close couple the two speaker assemblies I used CA to bond them together and then locking this 

bond by bonding shims on the ends, cut wide enough to cover the height of the speakers plus 2 

mm to provide legs for clearance for the LED resistor and wires when slipping the assembly into its 

body shell location. 
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Speakers are wired in Series 

As our decoder’s amplifier impedance rating is 8 Ohm and the PAD’s are also rated at 8 Ohm each I 

had to wire them in series to get a combined rating of 16 Ohm – a higher rating than that of the 

amplifier. Would I have wired them in parallel (the only other way possible) the combined rating 

would be half that of one speaker and that would certainly lead to premature amplifier failure, 

unless volume is always kept at half. 
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Speaker Assy fitted 

A thin film of silicon sealer smeared to the shims will keep the speaker assy. well secured in the 

shell. 

The speaker in the picture below is one that is supplied standard with the LokSound V4.0 Micro 

but is available as a part on its own. Unfortunately its impedance rating is 4 Ohm and hence makes 

it only suitable for installation in conjunction with an ESU LokSound decoder. 
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LokSound V4.0 - 4 Ohm Speaker Assy. 

15 b. Decoders 

For this type of installation I do prefer to work with decoders of the PCB package type such as the 

TSU1000AT, however again measuring for available depth a standard package decoder can also fit 

easily.    
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Sufficient room is available for a decoder in standard package 

When I did my first Lima Class 34 Diesel conversion I attempted it with a TSU1000 in standard 

package (shrink wrapped board with wire harness exiting at both ends) but that decoder would not 

fit as its height was far exceeding the available space above weight and gear tower. Hence my 

choice of the AT in the PCB package format which I have stuck with ever since. There are other 

makes available in the same package format but not with a suitable sound project loaded, except 

maybe the QSI Titan A.  

However all makes that are coming in the standard package type  will fit as they are slim enough to 

fit in the available depth, and that would include the DIGITRAX - SDH166D or SDXH166D, QSI TITAN 

U, TCS - WOW101 Diesel, and ESU - LSV4.0. 
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ESU LSV4.0 stuck in place 

The dilemma is the choice of which to use. You would have to evaluate the features and 

performance data of each decoder make and model against your expectations and financial means. 

At the bottom of the price scale you find the SDH166D but commensurate with price it is limited in 

its performance as it is also at the bottom of the specification scale with only an 8bit processor. 

However it has one redeeming feature in the ability to be loaded with user defined sound projects 

as well as a limited library of projects on the DIGITRAX web page. 

At the top I would place the ESU LSV4.0 due to its 32bit processor and the infinite ability to 

program virtually anything the prototype may throw at you in conjunction with the ability to load a 

user defined sound project or one from a vast library available on their web page – or a hybrid of 

both! 

Well I hope that with these last paragraphs on decoder choice I did not destroy your appetite to 

tackle this project but then you always have the KISS option and follow what I described in the first 

two parts! And if you have any questions or don’t understand some statements/claims I made 

please do not hesitate to ask me by email on burkhj@icon.co.za 
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Watch this space for the FRATESCHI Class 34 coming next. 

 

The EMRIG Water Tower Challenge. 

By Terrance Marx 

 

REDAN-A STUDY OF A STATION (Part 3) 

MODELLING REDAN 

This station has so much going for it as far as modelling it is concerned: few buildings, small yard, 

double track main line and plenty of main line action. 

The linear shape of the plant looks like it was constructed on club-engineered modules. To do it 

justice and to selectively compress it would require at least 3.6 meters of module. This basic setup 

would, however, exclude the two sets of crossovers which are found north and south of the plant. 

One of the key elements of this plant is the addition of the two sets of crossovers north and south 

of the plant. These allow greater diversity as far as the operations of the modules are concerned in 

that it allows for trains from both directions to be routed around trains waiting on the main line 

(and these would in all likelihood be suburban trains loading/unloading passengers or faster trains 

passing slower trains. 
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This would also imply that drivers of the trains would have to watch the signals and obey them to 

ensure that no accidents occurred while these re-routing manoeuvres were taking place. To add 

the two sets of crossovers would require another 1,8m module, with the station complex 

repositioned in the middle of the three modules. 

The following structures will have to be built for the plant: 

i. Station 

ii. Shop/store room 

iii. 2 brick passenger shelters 

iv. Pedestrian bridge 

v. several mainline and ground signals 

vi. 2 Station platforms, one completely concrete, the other with grass in the centre. 

vii. Various houses. 

The general absence of major structures makes this plant very easy to model and most of the 

buildings could be fashioned out of card. Several of the houses are available in kit form from local 

suppliers from as little as R200.00 per kit. I am not sure what type these buildings are (Types A, B 

or C) as I was never able to enter one to see the inside. I don’t think that an incorrect type of kit 

would make a huge difference. 
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Pedestrian walkways are available in plastic from Airfix and just about every other company and 

could be used as-is, but wouldn’t be impossible to construct out of either plastic or cardstock if you 

wanted to build the 2-platform version. 

 

Redan's very rusted footbridge 

The greatest challenge would be finding the correct signals, which may be available on places like 

BidorBuy. I was able to document the various signals that I found. Various other equipment such as 

signal cabinets and point motors are also available commercially. 

Redan’s signal system and track close-ups would take up a whole article on its own, but that is an 

article for later. 
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As indicated by this sign, I will end here, except to nominate ??????????? as the next victim. 

 

 

 

 

Water Tower Challenge Honour board 

• 2015 October  Glynn Chamberlain 

• 2015 November Niel Wilson 

• 2015 December  Terrance Marx (Part 1) 

• 2016 January   Terrance Marx (Part 2) 

• 2016 February Terrance Marx (Part 3) 

• 2016 March  Terrance Marx (Part 4) 

 

 

Club Diary. 

• Saturday the 19th March, PMT Swap Meet. 

• Saturday the 30th April, Witpoortjie Swap Meet. 

• Saturday the 28th May, EMRIG Swap Meet. 

Next Month sees the end of this wonderful series of articles with the subtitle of “REDAN-A STUDY OF A 

STATION” , and is arguably the highlight with suggestions on design together with a very buildable 

module design that could quite easily be at home in the club setup. 

We also get to see who the next unsuspecting “Water Tower challenger” is! 

Ed 
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• Saturday the 24th September, EMRIG Swap Meet. 

• Saturday the 17th December EMRIG Swap Meet. 
____________________________________ 

Club Contact details:- 

 

Chairman – Colin Tanner-Tremaine – cttremaine@mweb.co.za – 0828280665 

Secretary – Peter Fish – pfish@absamail.co.za 

Treasurer – Colin Tanner-Tremaine – cttremaine@mweb.co.za – 0828280665 

Webmaster – Glynn Chamberlain – glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com 

 

 

Club Banking Details:- 

 

 

Banking details: - 

Bank: -   FNB Northmead Square 

Name: -   Eastern Model Railway Interest Group 

Account No: -  625 483 74149 

Branch code: -   250 112. Please, DO NOT forget to put your name as reference.  
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